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Abstract
This study aims to develop automatic models to provide ac-

curate and actionable diagnostic feedback within the context of
spoken language learning and assessment, in particular, target-
ing the content development skill. We focus on one type of test
question widely used in speaking assessment where test tak-
ers are required to first listen to and/or read stimulus material
and then create a spontaneous response to a question related to
the stimulus. In a high-proficiency response, critical content
from the source material – referred to as “key points” – should
be properly covered. We propose Transformer-based models
to automatically detect absent key points or location spans of
key points present in a response. Furthermore, we introduce a
multi-task learning approach to measure how well a key point
is rendered within a response (quality score). Experimental re-
sults show that automatic models can surpass human expert per-
formance on both tasks: for span detection, the system perfor-
mance reached an F1 score of 74.5% (vs. human agreement
of 68.3%); for quality score prediction, system performance
reached a Pearson correlation coefficient (r) of 0.744 (vs. hu-
man agreement of 0.712). Finally, the proposed key point-based
features can be used to predict speaking proficiency scores with
a correlation of 0.730.
Index Terms: spoken language learning and assessment, tar-
geted content feedback, key point, Transformer

1. Introduction
When evaluating a language learner’s spontaneous speech pro-
duction, a wide range of speech dimensions must be evalu-
ated, including aspects of fluency, pronunciation, rhythm, vo-
cabulary range, grammatical accuracy, content appropriateness,
and discourse organization [1]. Systems for automated scoring
of speech have focused predominantly on aspects of fluency,
pronunciation and prosody [2, 3], and to a lesser extent on as-
pects of vocabulary and grammar [4, 5], content appropriateness
[6, 7, 8, 9], and discourse coherence [10, 11]. In the dimension
of spoken content, features that measure the overall content ap-
propriateness of a spoken response to a test question have been
proposed [6, 8, 9], but more targeted assessment of content cov-
erage and correctness that go beyond a generic measure of top-
icality has been underexplored. Nevertheless, assessing to what
extent a test taker produces particular aspects of content in a
spoken response would not only enable more precise measures
of spoken proficiency in this content domain but furthermore
also enable language learners to obtain diagnostic/targeted feed-
back automatically from such systems. These systems could in-
dicate, for instance, which critical content (hereafter referred to
as key points) is present or absent from the learner’s response
and provide interactive guidance to language learners to im-
prove the content aspect of their responses to a particular ques-

tion. Besides, key point-based features can be introduced into
an automated spoken language assessment system to measure
the content coverage and correctness of spoken responses.

In this paper, we are explicitly investigating the extent to
which we can automatically determine the presence of key in-
formation in a test taker’s response to a particular question,
where the test developers determine ahead of time a set of es-
sential key points that should be present in a high-proficiency
response. Test questions and related responses are drawn from
a large-scale standardized international language assessment.
Each test question first presents a listening and/or reading pas-
sage to the test taker, then asks the test taker to formulate a
one-minute spoken response by integrating relevant information
from the provided listening and/or reading stimulus materials.
Selected test takers’ responses were annotated in order to iden-
tify which passages cover the necessary key points, and how
well each was covered.

Related work has been conducted into automated ways of
identifying whether a certain key point from a test question is
rendered in spoken responses [12, 8]. The methods used in-
cluded statistical models based on character and word n-grams
[12], word embeddings [12], and siamese deep neural networks
[8]. However, Yoon and Lee [8] still aimed to generate a generic
measure of topical overlap between concatenated key points and
a test response, which cannot identify missing key points and
accordingly cannot generate desired diagnostic feedback. Alter-
natively, Yoon et al. [12] detected missing key points by build-
ing a binary classification model according to each individual
key point, where n-grams and word embeddings were used to
measure the topic relevance between a test response and a key
point. In contrast to this related work, we formalize the task
of automatic generation of targeted content feedback on sponta-
neous speech as 1) detecting the presence/absence of each pre-
defined key point and locating the span of each one that appears
in a test response; and 2) predicting quality score for each de-
tected key point, which can indicate how well a key point is
rendered in a test response.

The recent rapid progress in the field of natural language
processing, in particular with the ubiquitous transformer ar-
chitecture [13], makes it possible to generate reliable targeted
content feedback that can be used by test takers to improve
their content development performance. In this study, we use
a setup similar to a question answering task with the purpose
of key point span detection, and then use a multi-task learning
strategy [14] to jointly optimize both key point span detection
and quality score prediction. Two popular Transformer-based
models were employed in this work, namely, BERT [15] and
RoBERTa [16]. The motivation for using these Transformers is
not only their high performance on many diverse natural lan-
guage processing tasks, but also and in particular their ability to
use only comparatively small annotated data sets for supervised
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fine-tuning after unsupervised pre-training on a large unlabeled
data set. Furthermore, as our corpus contains spontaneous non-
native speech, a particular key point can be rendered in many
different ways by a test taker (or language learner), and hence
we are also relying on Transformers’ ability to generalize from
particular example instances to semantically similar renderings
in unseen evaluation data.

The contributions of this paper are: 1) formalizing a key
point detection task towards the application of an automatic
spoken language learning and assessment system; 2) building
automatic detection models based on Transformers, which can
significantly outperform human performance on the task of key
point identification; 3) improving the language representation
with more in-domain unlabeled data, which can further im-
prove the target downstream key point detection performance;
4) using a multi-task learning approach to jointly optimize both
key point span detection and quality score prediction; 5) with
the ultimate goal of spoken language learning and assessment,
designing targeted content feedback based on identified key
points, and introducing key point-based features into an auto-
matic spoken language assessment system.

2. Data and Annotation
2.1. Integrated Tasks and key points

In many large-scale English spoken language assessments, one
type of widely used task is called an integrated test item. Such
items ask test takers to first listen to and/or read stimulus mate-
rials, then construct a spoken response to a related test question.
As the name suggests, these items require test takers to integrate
multiple language skills (listening/reading and speaking) in a
substantial way to complete the task. In the field of language
testing, research has repeatedly shown that human raters pay
considerable attention to speech content while scoring [17, 18].
Accordingly, this study focuses on providing a reliable way to
generate targeted content feedback with the goal of automatic
spoken language learning and assessment.

When test takers integrate stimulus materials to create a
spoken response on an integrated item, a critical measure of
content coverage and correctness is the degree to which the
source materials can be accurately reflected/reproduced. Ac-
cordingly, key points can be defined as the critical content from
the source materials that should be properly rendered in a high-
proficiency response to a related test question. Research in
language testing has shown a clear positive relationship be-
tween the number of key points covered and proficiency levels
[19, 20].

2.2. Data Annotation

The data used in this study consisted of one-minute responses
to four integrated test items from a large-scale standardized in-
ternational language assessment. According to each test item, a
list of six key points related to the listening and/or reading stim-
ulus materials was identified in advance by test developers and
English language learning experts. During the operational test,
responses were scored by expert human raters on a four-point
scale ranging from 1 (lowest proficiency) to 4 (highest profi-
ciency). In total, 960 responses were collected and balanced
according to test questions and proficiency scores; thus, there
are 60 responses per item at each score level.

Two experts in the domains of language teaching and as-
sessment then annotated the human transcriptions of these re-
sponses. The annotations fell into two categories: ratings and

text spans. First, for each of the six key points, the annotators
rated every response on a three-point scale, where 1 indicated
full coverage of the relevant key point, 0.5 indicated partial cov-
erage, and 0 indicated no coverage; these ratings served as the
quality score for each key point. Second, the annotators identi-
fied the spans of text from a response which covered each key
point. For missing key points, no spans were annotated.

Among the 960 responses, 400 were selected for double-
annotation, i.e., 100 from to each test item, and the remaining
560 responses were split approximately evenly between the two
annotators and received single-annotation from either annotator.
In the following sections, the 560 single-annotated responses
were taken as the training set, and the 400 double-annotated re-
sponses were taken as the test set. Regarding the development
of key point detection models, since each response was anno-
tated with six key points, in total, there are 3,360 and 2,400
samples in the training and test sets, respectively.

3. Method
3.1. Task Setup

Given a test response and a related key point, the task of auto-
matic key point detection is to detect the span of the key point if
it is covered in the response; otherwise, the key point’s absence
is detected. This can be analogous to a typical question an-
swering task that has been widely studied in the field of natural
language processing, i.e., SQuAD V2.0 [21]. SQuAD (Stanford
Question Answering Dataset) [22] is a reading comprehension
data set, where questions were asked on a set of Wikipedia arti-
cles, and the answer to every question is a segment of text (span)
from the corresponding reading passage. Especially in SQuAD
V2.0, some questions might be unanswerable.

In this work, we use a setup similar to SQuAD V2.0, where
the macro-averaged F1 score was used as the evaluation metric
[22]. F1 measures the average overlap between the predictions
and ground truth, ignoring punctuation as well as articles, and
with the prediction/ground truth taken as bags of tokens. Com-
pared with the answers in SQuAD, key point spans in our task
tend to be longer narrative sentences, and the average number
of words within spans is around 18.3 (sd = 13.8). Furthermore,
as described in Section 2.2, each identified key point was as-
signed a quality score in a range from 0 to 1 by human experts.
Therefore, a regression model can also be built to measure how
well a key point is rendered within a response, and the Pearson
correlation coefficient of automated scores with manual scores
can be used as the evaluation metric.

3.2. Transformer-based Models

Most of the state-of-the-art Transformers have been examined
on SQuAD V2.0, which has advanced the state-of-the-art and
achieved superior results compared to human performance1.
Hence in this work, for the key point detection task, we adopted
the Transformer architecture [13], which will not be reviewed
in detail here due to space constraints. In particular, two
Transformer-based models, i.e., BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformer) [15] and RoBERTa (Ro-
bustly Optimized BERT Approach) [16], were explored to build
the automatic detection models.

BERT is an important milestone in natural language pro-
cessing, which greatly boosts performance across almost all
major tasks, including SQuAD 2.0 [15]. Different from earlier

1https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/
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Figure 1: BERT/RoBERTa in key point detection task.

language representation models like ELMo [23] and OpenAI
GPT [24], BERT can pre-train deep bidirectional representa-
tions from unlabeled texts by introducing a pre-training objec-
tive known as “masked language model” (MLM), which can al-
leviate the unidirectionality constraint and jointly condition on
both left and right contexts in all layers.

With a pre-trained model, the self-attention mechanism in
the transformer architecture makes it straightforward to further
fine-tune on downstream tasks, such as key point detection. As
shown in Figure 1, at the input, concatenated pairs of key points
and test responses are plugged in. At the output, one additional
layer is added to predict the span of a key point. Especially for
a missing key point, a span which both starts and ends at the
first special token [CLS] will be returned. In addition, since
each labeled key point is associated with a quality score, we
also model the additional layer to predict the quality scores us-
ing the aggregate representation from the final hidden vector C
corresponding to the special token [CLS]. The detection model
is first initialized with pre-trained parameters, and then all pa-
rameters are fine-tuned with task-specific labeled data.

RoBERTa (Robustly optimized BERT approach) [16] is an
alternative version of BERT with an improved training recipe,
including the application of a dynamic masking strategy on the
input training data; dropping the NSP objective and training
on longer sequences; increasing the size of mini-batches and
training models longer; as well as some other changes to design
choices and training strategies. The MLM objective is used to
pre-train both BERT and RoBERTa models.

Recently another objective, such as permutation language
modeling in XLNet [25], has been proposed to overcome the
issues introduced by MLM, such as the neglect of depen-
dency between masked positions and the discrepancy between
pre-training and fine-tuning by introducing the artificial token
[MASR]. However, the RoBERTa work [16] re-established that
MLM is still competitive with other recently proposed methods,
such as XLNet. Accordingly, we decided to explore BERT and
RoBERTa with our key point modeling task.

4. Experiments and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Setup

We used the implementation from Hugging Face [26] to
build the detection models, and experimented with BERT and
RoBERTa models in both base and large sizes2, which were
pre-trained on a large amount of written texts from BooksCor-
pus [27], English Wikipedia, and other text corpora. With L as
the number of layers (i.e., Transformer blocks); A as the num-

2https://huggingface.co/transformers/pretrained models.html. The
four experimented pre-trained models correspond to bert-base-uncased,
bert-large-uncased-whole-word-masking, roberta-base, roberta-large.

Table 1: Key point detection performance in terms of F1 score
on fine-tuned base/large BERT/RoBERTa models. The human
agreement is also listed for comparison.

Models Base Large
BERT 69.7 71.7
RoBERTa 70.0 71.9
Human Agreement 68.3

ber of self-attention heads; and H as the hidden size, the four
experimented models are BERT Base ( L = 12; A = 12; H =
768; 110M parameters), BERT Large (L = 24; A = 16; H =
1024; 340M parameters), RoBERTa Base (L = 12; A = 12; H
= 768; 125M parameters), and RoBERTa Large (L = 24; A =
16; H = 1024; 355M parameters). All four models were fine-
tuned with six epochs on the downstream task, and the number
of warmup steps is set to be around 10% of the total steps. In
order to make parallel comparisons with human experts’ agree-
ment, manual transcriptions were used as the input for model
training and evaluation.

4.2. Key Point Detection Results

4.2.1. Span Detection

We first focus on the task to detect the spans of key points with-
out predicting quality scores. Table 1 shows that in terms of
F1 score, all four models outperform human agreement (F1 =
68.3%), and that the large models generally perform better than
the base models. Therefore, in the following experiments we
only report results with the large models. In addition, RoBERTa
shows slightly higher performance than BERT on this task, i.e.,
71.9% vs. 71.7%.

4.2.2. Improvement in Language Representation

In this study, we work with human transcriptions of non-native
spontaneous speech, which is quite different from the writ-
ten texts used to pre-train BERT and RoBERTa models. This
mismatch may result in less satisfying language representation
while applying these pre-trained models on speech data, espe-
cially for low-proficiency responses. Therefore, in order to ob-
tain models with better language representation capabilities on
speech, we collected a data set with human transcriptions on
58,291 spoken responses drawn from the same assessment3, and
used it to first fine-tune BERT/RoBERTa with MLM, where the
number of training epochs was set at four, and around 10% of
the total steps were used for warmup. Afterwards, the obtained
in-domain models were further fine-tuned on the downstream
span detection task with labeled data. The experimental results
indicate that adding more in-domain unlabeled data can greatly
benefit the downstream task; the F1 scores can be improved
from 71.7% to 74.5% for BERT, and from 71.9% to 73.3% for
RoBERTa respectively. Therefore, the models fine-tuned with
in-domain data were adopted in the following experiments.

4.2.3. Multi-task Learning

Previous research has demonstrated that multi-task learning
can benefit deep learning applications by jointly optimizing re-
gression and/or classification objectives across multiple tasks
[14, 28]. In this work, as shown in Figure 1, a Transformer-

3There was no overlap in test takers between this large data set and
the annotated data in our study.
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Table 2: Performance improvement by introducing multi-task
learning, where both the span detection and quality score pre-
diction tasks are jointly optimized. F1 scores for span detection
and Pearson correlation coefficients (r) between automatic and
manual scores are provided.

Models F1 (%) r
BERT Large inDomain 74.5 None
BERT Large inDomain Multi 74.5 0.739
RoBERTa Large inDomain 73.3 None
RoBERTa Large inDomain Multi 74.1 0.744
Human Agreement 68.3 0.712

based model can be built to complete both the automatic de-
tection of key point spans and the automatic prediction of key
point quality scores at the same time, where the span detection
task uses cross-entropy loss, and the scoring task uses mean
square error loss. Since each task’s loss may range on a dif-
ferent scale, it is important to weight relatively between losses
of multiple tasks. However, tuning these weights by hand is
expensive; thus, we followed the method proposed in [14] to
automatically weight multiple loss functions by considering the
homoscedastic uncertainty of each task. Table 2 shows that by
conducting multi-task learning, the performance on span detec-
tion can be improved with RoBERTa from 73.3% to 74.1%, but
no further improvement can be obtained with BERT. Moreover,
the Pearson correlations coefficients between automatic scores
and manual key point quality scores are 0.739 for BERT and
0.744 for RoBERTa respectively, which are higher than the cor-
relation with human agreement of 0.712.

4.3. Targeted Content Feedback

In order to develop an automatic tool that can provide action-
able diagnostic feedback used by language learners, it should
meet several requirements, such as they can accurately identify
errors of learner performance, they should be meaningful, eas-
ily interpretable, and actionable to users, and they can lead to
gains in targeted areas of language ability [29]. In this study,
we developed such a tool with the capability to provide targeted
content feedback. The Transformer-based models can detect
the missing pieces of key points within test takers’ responses.
They can also identify the locations of presented key points and
determine whether they are properly rendered in the spoken re-
sponse. Experimental results have demonstrated that automatic
models can outperform human experts’ agreement on this task.
Hence the tool proposed in this paper meets the requirements of
“accurate” and “actionable”. In the future, a user study will be
conducted to verify how much gain can be obtained in improv-
ing language learners’ speaking skills, in particular, related to
the content/topic elaboration/development.

4.4. Automated Speech Scoring

In this work, we designed a set of key point-based features
to measure the content coverage and correctness of non-native
spoken responses within an automated speech assessment sys-
tem. There are six key points defined for each integrated test
question; accordingly, six features can be defined as the six
quality scores, one for each key point (with 0 for absent key
points); furthermore, the quality scores can be summed together
as an additional feature to measure the overall quality. As
shown in Table 2, the RoBERTa Large inDomain Multi model

can achieve a relatively higher correlation with quality scores;
thus, automatic features were extracted with predictions gener-
ated by this model and evaluated in terms of Pearson correlation
coefficients with human proficiency scores. Experimental re-
sults show that the features corresponding to six key points can
achieve correlations with human proficiency scores in a range
from 0.356 to 0.628. In particular, the feature for the last4 key
point can obtain a correlation of 0.628, since it generally con-
tained more elaborated content depending on the nature of the
test item. Finally, the summed feature (i.e., the sum of indi-
vidual quality scores across all six key points) can achieve a
correlation as high as 0.670.

We examined the proposed key point features within an au-
tomated spoken English assessment system, SpeechRater® [3].
The task is to build effective scoring models, which can auto-
matically predict holistic proficiency scores by measuring dif-
ferent aspects of non-native speaking proficiency. The baseline
scoring model was built with 28 automatic features extracted
from the SpeechRater system, which can measure the pronunci-
ation, prosody, fluency, rhythm, vocabulary, grammar, and co-
hesion of spontaneous speech. We used the Random Forest Re-
gression method from the machine learning tool scikit-learn5

[30] to build the scoring models, and 10-fold cross-validation
was conducted on the test partition with 400 responses. The
baseline system using only SpeechRater features can achieve a
correlation of 0.832 with human proficiency scores. In com-
parison, the automatic model using only key point features can
achieve a correlation of 0.730. Furthermore, by combining both
SpeechRater and key point features, the correlation can be im-
proved to 0.843. All experimental results have demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed key point-based features in an
automated speech scoring system.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a key point detection task was proposed with the
purpose of generating accurate and actionable targeted feedback
for English language learners to improve their speaking skills
in terms of content development. Transformer-based models
were built to detect missing key points, as well as text span
locations and quality scores of the covered key points. The de-
veloped models can outperform human agreement on these de-
tection tasks. Moreover, the derived key point-based features
can improve an automated speech scoring system by measuring
content coverage and correctness. We will continue this line
of work in the future, focusing on verifying the generalizability
and robustness of the proposed key point detection models by
1) using a larger data set with more test items so that models can
be examined on both seen and unseen test items; and 2) exam-
ining model robustness by using automatic speech recognition
outputs instead of manual transcriptions as inputs to the model.
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